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Introduction

The stories in this collection are by a professor of literature and poet who wrote one
of America’s most revered poems, “America the Beautiful.” It’s worth remembering
that Katharine Lee Bates was inspired to create that verse by a trip to the top of
Pikes Peak while she was far from her New England home. Although she traveled to
fairyland only in her imagination, this 19th century woman was clearly curious,
adventurous and awake to the marvels that surrounded her in the real world as well!

The line between “fairy tales” and “folk tales” is quite subjective, and some of these
stories don’t even contain magic, except the magic of imagination. Although we
think of folk and fairy tales as children’s fare, they were once the stories of all the
folks, stories that were told around the fire to enchant young and old listeners
alike. The stories that have lived down the centuries are those which best captured
the spirit and imagination of the people who told them, and, although this selec-
tion is chosen and told for young readers and listeners, they remain stories that
contain real meaning for people of all ages. We hope you will enjoy the stories
with your young readers, but also use them as jumping-off places to discuss the
very real issues they address.

This guide contains lesson ideas and exercises you may apply to any of the stories,
as well as specific material for use with specific stories. In the end, however, your
use in the classroom of the Fairy Tales of Katharine Lee Bates, like your use in the
classroom of the newspaper in general, will be limited only by your imagination.

After all, in teaching, as in fairy tales, imagination is the most important ingredient!

Mike Peterson Lisa M. Sax
Project editor Curriculum Writer
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Introduction to the genre: Fairy Tales
How to introduce fairy tales to your students

Fairy Tale Elements
Information and lesson plans about elements characteristic of fairy tales. Specific activi-
ties and instructional strategies to teach about each of the elements.

*Character Development
*Setting
*Plot and Themes

Critical Analysis
Teaching students to analyze and interpret fairy tales through a critical lens. Develop an
understanding of social development, cultural implications and trends in literature.

Skill-based Instruction
Using the fairy tales teach a variety of skills such as decoding, fluency, oral presentation
and grammar.

Creative Writing Project
Use the fairy tales to teach styles of writing such as persuasive, descriptive and 
narrative in a fun and educational format -- a newspaper!

Author/Illustrator Study
Learn more about Katharine Lee Bates and the illustrator, Margaret Evans Price

The Individual Fairy Tales: Writing, Reading, Listening & Speaking
Lessons, activities and strategies based on individual fairy tales
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This guide is designed for use by 4-8 grade level classroom teachers who are introducing a unit of study
of fairy tales. The content and suggested activities are meant to be adapted and modified to suit the
needs of the intended audience.  All activities and instructional strategies included in this manual are
based on  effective teaching models, state- and national- standards and research-based literacy
instruction.

The reproducibles are designed for use with individual fairy tales and can be introduced at any stage of
this literacy unit depending on the established goals and objectives.

The suggested overview for this unit is intended to help teachers develop a flexible curriculum plan that
can be tailored to the amount of time allotted for the unit.  Rather than defining the unit of study by use
of a timeframe, the unit is structured by a variety of components. 
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Introduction to the genre: Fairy Tales
The following list of activities are suggestions of how to introduce fairy tales to students:

❐ Write the words “Fairy Tale” on an overhead and create a K-W-L Chart to 
discuss the topic. (A K-W-L chart is a three-column vertical chart with the 
headings: K for what you know, W for what you want to learn, and L for 
what you have learned. The L is completed after the unit of study to deter-
mine the learning outcomes.)

❐ Dress up as a character from a popular or common fairy tale such as “Little 
Red Riding Hood” and ask students to guess who you are dressed as. 
Prompt them to brainstorm and list other popular fairy tales. Create a class-
room chart of familiar tales to reference during class discussion.

❐ Visit the library and create a display of fairy tale books. Ask students to 
name the genre that is common for all of the books.

❐ List ten titles and ask students to identify what all of them have in 
common. (Anticipated response: They are all fairy tales.)

❐ Create a fairy tale survey and discover what students already know about 
fairy tales. Using survey information from whole class create a graph to 
display the responses.

❐ Explain to students that you will be introducing a unit on fairy tales and
assign them the task of using the Internet to gather information (at least 
one fact or example) about fairy tales. Be sure to document the URL for
future reference. Write on index card and create a fairy tale tree of facts.
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The History of Fairy Tales

For more information on the history and evolution of fairy tales visit the following 
websites:

www.surlalunefairytales.com
www.combose.com/Society/Folklore
www.endicott-studio.com/list-fairyTale.html
www.legends.dm.net
www.theweeweb.co.uk/fairy_tales.php
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Character Development Use the following suggestions with any fairy tale from the series .........

❑ Create a master character chart and categorize each of the characters by traits 
and types. For example, list the title, character and types such as: King, 
princess, villain, peasant, witch, fairy, fool, magical animal or creature.
(See Appendix for character chart)

❑ Select one character to create a profile for. Draw an illustration of the 
character and list adjectives to describe. For each adjective, use a thesaurus to
list similar adjectives.

❑ Adopt the point of view expressed by one character and write a letter to 
another character within the same fairy tale.

❑ Select one fairy tale and divide students into small groups. Assign each group 
one character to explore. Based on the plot and the students’ understanding 
of the assigned character, rewrite the fairy tale exclusively from the point of 
view of the assigned character. 

❑ Select a character from one fairy tale to compare and contrast with a character
from a second fairy tale using a Venn Diagram. (See Appendix)

❑ Write a fairy tale from the perspective and point of view of an object    
within the fairy tale. Develop the object and give it human qualities and 
traits.

❑ Choose a character that is similar to yourself and explain your choice.

❑ Select a character and discuss how the character changes from the beginning
to the end of the fairy tale in terms of appearance, attitude and social status.

❑ Select a character and create a biopoem (See Appendix)

❑ Play character charades. Have students draw random cards and improvise a
dramatic mime for the audience to guess what character is being portrayed.

❑ Another version of roleplaying: Have students draw a character card and be
prepared to answer questions from classmates as they interview the character
in order to guess who is being represented.
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Setting Use the following suggestions with any fairy tale from the series .......................

❑ Create a master setting chart and categorize each of the settings of each 
fairy tale: castle, cottage, mountain, river, forest.

❑ Compare and contrast settings from several fairy tales.

❑ Identify a geographic location in the world that could represent a setting
described in a fairy tale. Conduct research on the particular location and
explain why it is reminiscent of the fairy tale setting.

❑ Read the fairy tale and highlight words and phrases that help describe the
setting. 

❑ Create a diorama for the fairy tale depicting the setting.

❑ Draw a picture that describes the main setting of the tale.

Plots and Themes
❑ Create a master plot chart and categorize each of the plots/themes of each 

fairy tale: bad luck, impossible task, a villain, a magical helper, magic spells,
rewards of wealth and/or marriage, hero or heroine in danger or treated 
badly.

❑ Use bookmark strategy to develop plot understanding (See Appendix).

❑ Plot development conflict report (See Appendix)

❑ After reading the serial select a fairy tale to dramatize.

❑ Conduct a mock trial relying on plot details.

❑ Have students create skits based on the plot and have audience identify if 
the skit depicts the action of the beginning, middle or end of tale.

❑ Create a debate chart of ethical issues related to the plot. One column reads 
“YES” and the other side reads “NO.” On each side have student list state-
ments related to the story arguing for or against a plot action.

❑ Use a story mapping chart to record information related to the plot (See 
Appendix).
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Critical Analysis

❑ Analyze and interpret a fairy tale that comments on a social attitude.
Compare the theme with a modern situation. Write an essay illustrating
how the themes are similar.

❑ Compare two versions of a fairy tale and analyze the differences between a
contemporary versus a traditional fairy tale.

❑ Explore similarities and differences in traditions and symbolism that exist
in cultures around the world as expressed within fairy tales. Select a fairy
tale and discuss how it would be written differently based on cultural      
implications.

❑ Select a fairy tale and discuss the gender roles. Analyze the gender roles and
discuss the implications.

❑ Go to the library and select a contemporary non-fiction book that
discusses the treatment of males and females, gender bias and stereotypical 
implications. Choose an issue raised by the book and relate it to a fairy tale 
by examining issues such as stereotyping and gender bias. (If you are 
working with older students you may want to provide students with titles 
such as: Mary Pipher’s “Reviving Ophelia”).

❑ Critically analyze a fairy tale in terms of ethical issues. Discuss the issue, the
moral or ethical dilemma and take a position for or against the action taken.

❑ Select a recurring theme embedded in traditional fairy tales and discuss the
presence of that particular theme in modern movies and television. Discuss
the theme, the fairy tale, the movie or television show in terms of how art
imitates life or vice versa.

❑ Select a fairy tale and typecast the characters using clippings of models and
celebrities. Discuss and defend your choices. Share with whole class and
record similarities in appearance. Analyze any trends that emerge and 
discuss the influence or lack of influence of “Disney” on selection of 
appearance. Analyze for trends involving weight, hair color, ethnicity.

❑ Analyze the rewards acquired by the hero or heroine. Describe the underly-
ing philosophy and moral of the fairy tale. Relate it to your own views and 
write a critical analysis of related topics such as: intrinsic vs. external motiva-
tion, work ethic, good and bad luck, etc.
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Skill-based Instruction

❑ Select a fairy tale to analyze for the use of imagery styles. For example,
record and explain the use of simile, metaphor, onomatopoeia and
personification.

❑ Create similes and metaphors to describe characters and actions of a fairy
tale.

❑ Select a fairy tale and rewrite sentence beginnings by using:
adjectives
adverbial phrases
adverbs
nouns
participles

❑ Review a fairy tale and highlight or circle assigned parts of speech and 
grammar. (Ex. adverbs, adjectives, nouns, compound and/or complex 
sentences.

❑ Create a script of the dialogue between characters in a fairy tale. Be sure
to use the proper mechanics and conventions.

❑ Create a rubric for fairy tales with categories such as:  use of common 
elements characteristic of fairy tales, content and details,  and grammar and
mechanics.

❑ Review a fairy tale and create a list of vocabulary words that are unfamiliar.
Use the dictionary and define each word. In pairs of two, create a vocabulary 
quiz to administer to your partner.

❑ Brainstorm a list of adjectives to describe a character or setting of a fairy tale.
Using a thesaurus list antonyms, synonyms and homonyms. (A good book 
to introduce this activity is “The King who Rained” by Fred Gwynne).

❑ Write a business letter to a character involved in the fairy tale using the
proper style for letter-writing.

❑ Select at least ten words from a fairy tale. Have students look up the word
origin, and dissect in terms of root word, prefix and suffix.

6
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The Fairy Tales of Katharine Lee Bates

SPLIT DECISION: Robin Hood outshoots Gisbourne on final arrow - Sports, D1

WEEKDAY
September 14, 1354

97th Year, No. XXX
Newsstand price 1 silver piece 

Final Edition

T H E
THE WEATHER

Today: Cold,
with a chance
of frosting.
Tomorrow: Wind.
Small broom-
stick warnings. Details, Page Ax

Queenstown, Castlemain Your Hometown Newspaper since  the dawn of time www.pickafairytale.com

Creative Writing Project--Fairy Tales
Deck hed tells a little more, pro-
vides another reason for you to
read this story

By T.J. Destry

Staff Writer

yourname@fairyland.com

Use a fairy tale
from the series to
create a thematic 
newspaper

By Ace Wordsmith

Staff Writer

ANY TOWN  - Have your
students write a hard news
story using the inverted pyra-
mid structure to answer the
5W’s and How.

“I suggest using quotes and
proper grammar to truly create
a strong writing piece,” he
says.

“I also recommend a lesson
on lead writing,” she added.

Look through your newspa-
per and clip effective leads.
Leads entice readers to contin-
ue reading.

Hard news stories differ
from features stories in sever-
al ways. Have your students
develop an example of both
using a fairy tale for informa-
tion.

This project, a    com-
plete English Language
Arts experience,
involves using knowl-
edge of newspapers to
create a thematic Fairy
Tale newspaper. It can
be completed as a
whole class project, in
small groups or 
individually. 

As an introduction to
this project, supply
your students with
newspapers. 

Discuss the various
sections and features
such as:
*Front page  
*Classified Ads 
*Display/Retail Ads
*Sports Section
*Editorial Page
*Editorial/Political
Cartoons

*Opinion Columns

*Advice Columns
*Arts and 
Entertainment

*Local, National and 
International News

*Obituaries
*Comics Section
*Reviews...Movie, 

books,  restaurant

Discuss the various
writing styles and
their distinctions:
-Hard News Stories
-Feature Stories
-Editorials

-Opinion Columns
SEE “FAIRY TALE FACTORS,” PAGE A5

CUTLINE: A cutline is named that because photos and other graphic items were once called “cuts.”
This is probably because they had to be placed in “cut out” sections on the page separately from the
metal type that made up the copy. If there are fewer than five people, the cutline should tell you each
of their names. Photographers must remember to get this information when they are taking pictures!
Cutlines give brief information about what is going on the photo or graphic. Have your students create
illustrations from a fairy tale and exercise writing brief cutlines describing the event or setting.

6 218134 20050

HOME DELIVERY
222-2222

CLASSIFIED ADS
111-1111

GOOD MORNING!  [09/14/54]

Arts/Life..............D1,
Births....................B3
Business............D7,8
Classified.........E2-10
Calendar.........Scene

Comics................D4
Dear Abby ............D2
Hometown.............B2
Horoscope............D2
Local ........B1,3,5,6,8

Lottery...................B1
Movies.............Scene.
Opinion.............A4,5
Puzzles.................D2
Sports................C1-6

State......................B5
Stocks...................D6
TV...........................E1
Weather.................A6

LOCAL
This box tells you a little bit
about a local story you
might want to read. The story
itself is on PAGE B1

THE
SCENE

Students can 
create their
own art work
or use a digi-
tal camera
and the 
computer

TIMES-FANTASY

English Language
Arts Standards
addressed with
this project....

By Ace Wordsmith
Staff Writer

ANY TOWN -This ELA
project incorporates national
and state standards.

Students will read, write,
listen, and speak for:
information and understanding,
literary response and expression,
critical analysis and evalua-
tion, and social interaction
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Creative Writing Project
-Students will identify parts of a newspaper.
-Students will become familiar with the 

inverted triangle style.
-Students will write creative pieces using a 
variety of writing styles such as
persuasive, narrative and informative.

-Students will create illustrations to 
accompany a piece of writing.

-Students will use word processing skills to 
complete the assignment.

-Students will design a front-page based on 
their knowledge of newspapers.

-Students will distinguish between fact and 
opinion.

-Students will create an advertisement using 
basic design elements.

-Students will use relevant sources to write an
editorial.

-Students will use supporting details to support
the main idea.

-Students will use the writing process to 
complete creative writing pieces (pre-writing, 
revision, editing...)

-Students will listen respectfully as others 
share their work.

-Students will orally present creative writing
pieces.

The Fairy Tales of Katharine Lee Bates

O

B

J

E

C

T

I

V

E

S

Fairy Tale Writing Samples:

Lost -- Six red mittens. Last seen
in the vicinity of Smith’s Barn.
Reward of 2 milk jugs.

Classified Ad -- 

TIME TO INCREASE WOODLAND PATROLS

Like many forest dwellers, the Theodore Bear family
didn’t think they had to keep their doors locked. As
readers of this paper know, however, they discovered
last Thursday that, even in the deep woods, we can’t
be as trusting today as we were in years past.
Damaged furniture, a missing bowl of oatmeal and a
few rumpled sheets were a small price to pay for this
lesson. We all remember last year’s sad tale of the
grandmother who was killed and eaten by a wolf who
apparently posed as her granddaughter to gain entry to
her home.
The lesson is that we all need to keep doors locked.
But the sheriff’s department also has a role to play in
making the woods safe: We need more patrols of our
once-friendly forests!

Features Story ---

MILLERSTOWN - Know an
unusual boy’s name? It could
earn you a gold coin!

The queen is holding a
special contest, in which
subjects are invited to submit
strange names for boys. 

If you come up with a
name she’s never heard of,
she’ll present you with a
coin made from the famous
gold she spun from straw,
back before she married His
Majesty!  

Editorial ---

Hard News Story -- 

MICKEYVILLE - The Health
Department has ordered a recall of
all Morning Cakes from grocery
shelves, following reports that the
milk used in producing the cakes
was not kept sterile.

A spokesman for the bakery
denied that there was anything
wrong with the product. “We bake
cake, and nothing’s the matter,” he
told reporters.

A Health Department represen-
tative, however, said the agency
acted after learning that a small
boy had been permitted to swim in,
and to drink, milk in the bakery’s
oversized storage tank.

“Apparently, he was in the milk,
and the milk was in him,” she said.
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Creative Writing Project (Continued)

After students have become familiar with the parts, sections, functions and news style writing,
engage in creating a newspaper using an individual fairy tale or several.

Have students write several pieces modeling news style writing using the writer’s workshop
model of instruction. After a series of pieces has been compiled, students will use computer
skills to finalize the project. Depending on the age- and grade- level, resources and time
available, students may enhance their newspaper by adding graphics. Although many
options exist, a basic thematic newspaper should include several of the following elements:

1 - Hard News Story based on the fairy tale using quotes, a strong lead and
written using the inverted pyramid structure

2 - An Advice Column with a relevant question based on a dilemma from 
the fairy tale. The question and answer should relate to the tale and be
consistent with the characters’ perspective

3 - A Features article that relates to an aspect of the tale. Topics might 
include fashion, food, health, how-to or celebrity interview. 

4 - A Display Advertisement for something related to the fairy tale using
the basic principles of design

5 - At least one classified advertisement for example, a castle for sale, a 
lost mitten, help wanted to carry water pitchers for an ogre, a found 
slipper. Must relate to the tale and be brief in content, but other ads based
on well-known fairy tales may fill out that part of the newspaper.

6 - An editorial written for or against using the conflict, dilemma or
resolution of the tale. Facts must be supported using at least two other 
sources.

7 - An editorial cartoon related to the conflict or resolution of the tale
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Additional possibilities....

An obituary for a character or object Sports story
Horoscopes for the characters Business story
Opinion column Movie, Book, Restaurant Reviews
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Front page -- Typically the front page covers the most important news. The decision of what
to put on Page One is made during meetings. The most important news is located above the fold
in broadsheet newspapers (papers that are folded horizontally). The front page of a newspaper
contains information such as the name of the paper, its year of origin, the date and often an index.

Classified Advertisements -- These ads are within the classified section and are listed by
categories (classifications) such as homes for sales, automobiles, help wanted, lost and found,
etc. They are brief and contain information such as telephone numbers, cost, salary, etc.

Editorial Page -- Editorials are written using fact and opinion. They represent the view of an
editorial board rather than one person and provide commentary  and opinion on issues, debates
and events. An editorial page usually contains an editorial and an editorial cartoon.

Editorial -- An editorial is an opinion piece that tells how the people who run the newspaper
feel about an issue. Editorials appear on the editorial page, but, unlike columns, do not give the
writer’s name, because they represent the entire newspaper and not just one person. 

Editorials have several functions: 
(1) To interpret (3) To praise or commend
(2) To influence action (4) To entertain

Editorials often use persuasive writing to convince others to adopt a view or belief. Persuasive
writing often involves three basic steps. First, the opinion must be stated. Second, the opinion
needs to be supported with convincing reasons and concrete evidence. Third, the body of the
argument should end with a conclusion which can be a prediction, a summary, or a call to action.
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Creative Writing Project (Continued)
The following background information is designed to help you teach about 
newspapers.............

Good editorials:
* Get to the point quickly
* Reflect logic
* Make the reader think
* Use plain language
* Use anecdotes, examples, statistics, and facts to support the argument
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Editorial/Political Cartoons -- Editorial cartoons are graphic illustrations that provide
commentary on an issue through the use of elements such as symbols. 

Display/Retail Advertisements -- These are ads for goods and services. They are 
located throughout the newspaper except on the front page. These advertisements contain per-
tinent information such as telephone numbers, store hours, sale prices and location of the busi-
ness or organization. Ads may contain graphic illustrations and/or photographs. They vary in
size and shape.

Sports Section -- Usually the sports stories found in this section are written using 
descriptive language and often literary styles such as similes, metaphors, etc.

Opinion Columns -- Opinion columns are written by individuals and may not necessarily
represent the views of the editorial board. The opinions expressed in the columns are those of
the individual column writer.

Feature Writing --Feature articles are written pieces that are not considered hard news.
They may be timely if written as a review or highlighting an upcoming event or production but
they are usually stories that do not contain “breaking news.” Features stories are often human
interest articles and sometimes are strictly informational and process oriented. For example, a
story about decks may include a how-to section.

Headlines
A headline tells what the story is about. It uses big letters and just a few words so readers can
decide quickly if they are interested in the story and want to read it.

Inverted Pyramid Writing Style
The inverted pyramid style of writing involves writing the most essential details and 
information at the top and less important details in later paragraphs. The questions answered
are often referred to as the 5 W’s and How -- what, who, when, where, why and how. 

Obituaries:
An obituary is a notice placed by a funeral home to announce someone’s death. Until recently,
obituaries were considered news and, at most newspapers, subject to the same rules as any
news stories. Each newspaper had its own style (rules) about things like what terms could be
used, how many surviving relatives could be listed and whether or not hobbies and interests
could be mentioned. Today, many papers consider obituaries a type of ad. Families pay to have
obits in the paper, but, in return, they can make them much more personal than in the days
when they were “news items.”
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Creative Writing Project (Continued)
The following background information is designed to help you teach about 
newspapers.............
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Author/Illustrator Study

KATHARINE LEE BATES (1859-1929)
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Katharine Lee Bates was a professor of English Literature at Wellesley College in 1921 when
she compiled a collection of classic fairy tales. Bates had been a summer lecturer at Colorado
College in 1893 when she traveled to the top of Pikes Peak and overwhelmed by the view, wrote
the poem that became “America the Beautiful.”  In her own words....

"One day some of the other teachers and I decided to go on a 
trip to 14,000-foot Pikes Peak. We hired a prairie wagon. Near 
the top we had to leave the wagon and go the rest of the way on 
mules. I was very tired. But when I saw the view, I felt great joy. 
All the wonder of America seemed displayed there, with the sea-
like expanse." 

Bates was raised in Falmouth, Massachusetts. She later moved to 
GranitviIle, now known as Wellesley Hills. She studied at Oxford 
in England and died in her home in Wellesley in 1929. Bates was a
teacher, poet and author.

For a listing of her works, visit: http://www.falmouthhistoricalsociety.org/klb-data.htm#Writings

For more information on Katharine Lee Bates and Margaret Evans Price,
visit the following Websites:

-- Katharine Lee Bates (1859-1929)

www.fuzzylu.com/falmouth/bates/home.htm  
www.lambda.net/~maximum/bates.html  
www.womenshistory.about.com/library/bio/blbio_bates_katharine_lee.htm.
www.wellesley.edu/Anniversary/bates.html

-- Margaret Evans Price (1888-1973)

http://www.surlalunefairytales.com/illustrations/illustrators/price.html

MARGARET EVANS PRICE (1888-1973)

Margaret Evans Price illustrated Bates’s collection of classic fairy tales and many other children’s
books. She was also the wife of Irving Price who served as mayor of East Aurora, NY and
worked with him and his partners in the founding of Fisher-Price, Inc. 

Photo courtesy of Wellesley College Archives



The Truth of Fairy Tales
Vocabulary

Writing Prompts

How does Bates depict adulthood in contrast to childhood?

How does Bates support the notion that fairy tales are true?

How does Bates use personification to make a point? What is the point she attempts
to make?

According to Bates why are fairy tales important?

Multidisciplinary Instruction

ART: Select an artist or piece of art that reminds you of Bates and explain.

SOCIAL Bates mentions various locations in America. View a map and describe
STUDIES: the geographic location of each of the places.

COMPUTER: Use the Internet to find works of William Shakespeare, download and
print.

Use the Internet to find a fairy tale to print and create a classroom 
book of fairy tales.

dismal
debt
mortgage
income
roguish

capering
gallant
enchanted
drudgery
mischief

slight
amiable
emulate
stocks 
dividends

Newspaper Activity

Create an imaginative news article by personifying concepts just as Bates has done
within “The Truth of Fairy Tales.” Look through the newspaper and select a concept

to develop as a character by giving it human qualities and traits.



Diamonds and Toads
Vocabulary

Writing Prompts

What is the symbolism of the use of jewels and snakes?

What is the lesson this tale attempts to convey?

How does the lesson of this tale relate to issues that exist in society today?

Describe the use of deception in this tale and explain.

Multidisciplinary Instruction

ART: Have students make pitchers out of clay.

SCIENCE: Research the characteristics, properties and value of precious gems and
stones.

COMPUTER: Use the Internet to find the value of gems and stones. Using computer
graphics create a jewel and gem catalogue.

MATH: Assign a monetary value to each type of jewel mentioned in the tale. 
List the jewel and calculate the value of the gems that have fallen from 
the young woman’s mouth. 

Newspaper Activity

Study advertisements in the newspaper. List the information that is provided
by advertisements, such as business hours, telephone number, location, etc. Create
an advertisement for a jewelry store. Use a graphic or create a logo to brand your
business.

Find quotes in today’s paper - Are they “diamonds” or “toads”?

disposition
disobliging
tempered
bewitched
pettishly
generous 

impatiently



Vocabulary

Writing Prompts

Discuss the elements of this tale that make it a fairy tale.

Discuss appearances in terms of discrimination and relate it to this tale.

Bates uses various literary devices throughout this tale such as metaphor, simile, per-
sonification and hyperbole. Find examples and discuss the use of literary devices.

In recent years some have opposed the use of fur for clothing. Write a journal entry
describing your personal views on the topic.

Multidisciplinary Instruction

ART: Have students create a paper mache figurine of Furball.

SCIENCE: Select a variety of nuts and berries. Predict the color of the juices if the
nut or berry was smashed. Squash each item and record the colors that
are produced.

COMPUTER: Use the Internet to research fur coats. What is the most costly type of fur
and the least? What makes one fur coat more valuable than another?

MATH: Based on the cost of various furs, create a word problem to derive a 
cost for Furball’s coat. 

Furball

Newspaper Activity

Study editorials and write a persuasive essay for or against wearing fur clothing.

Select a news story that addresses issues related to social class and status. 
Compare the treatment of marginalized groups to the treatment of Furball.

ogre
wits

binding
hastened
curtsied
sentinel



Beauty and the Beast
Vocabulary

Writing Prompts

Describe the Beasts’ feelings about his garden? Explain 
why he might have felt the way he did about his garden?

Discuss the use of symbolism in this fairy tale (a flower, the
ring).

What does this fairy tale say about physical appearance?

Bates uses details and supporting information to develop
characters. Using specific references describe the characterization of Beauty, the Beast,
and Beauty’s sisters. 

Multidisciplinary Instruction

ART: Clip photographs from the newspaper to represent characters in terms 
of personality traits and/or appearance and make a collage.

SCIENCE: Start a seed garden in your classroom to donate to the school 
community. (Recycled newspapers can be used as a mulch covering to protect plants.)

COMPUTER: Use the Internet to find other versions of this tale to compare & 
contrast.

Newspaper Activity

In this fairy tale Beauty sacrifices selflessly for the sake of her family. 
Find a news story that depicts a selfless or heroic act. Relate the news story to the

fairy tale and discuss common character traits.

Part 1

tempered
haughty
fortune

flax
laundress
despised

cargo

Part 2

chamber
astonishment

spray
flattery
stead

Part 3

perish
dowries

fate
splendor

Part 4

pleadingly
humble

contentedly
vain

cleverness
torment

Part 5

consented
ungrateful
gratitude



The Goose Girl
Vocabulary

Writing Prompts

Throughout literature women have often been 
portrayed as victims. Discuss the Goose Girl in
terms of her role as a victim. Is she a victim? If so,
of what is she a victim of and who is responsible?

Discuss the use of irony in this fairy tale.

In what ways is the Goose Girl strong and in what ways is she weak?

Bates uses poetic lines throughout this tale. Discuss the lines used by the lock of her
mother’s hair and by Falada. What purpose does using repetition serve in this tale?

Multidisciplinary Instruction

ART: Design a small setting replica of the castle and the grounds.

SCIENCE: Study geese and develop a report on migration and habitat.

SOCIAL The setting includes a castle and gated community. Research the
STUDIES: Renaissance period and describe what life was like.

Newspaper Activity

Study obituaries in the newspaper. Create an obituary for Falada.

Create a “lost” classified advertisement for the lock of hair that floated away in the
stream. Or create a news story using the found item as the “what.”

Part 1
betrothed

sorrel
dismounted

rebuke
insolently
raiment

Part 2

unheeded
idle

unruly
plagued

sulky

Part 3

rage
summoned

tend
bade

astonished



The Beggar-man’s bride
Vocabulary

Writing Prompts

The tale ends by asking readers if the King knew who the ballad-singer really was.
What are your thoughts?

Discuss the use of irony in this fairy tale.

What does this fairy tale say about how people should treat one another?

King Hawksbeak states that he deceived the princess so that her, “beauty might be
made perfect by sympathy and gentleness.”  What does this mean? What lessons
have you learned that have helped you become compassionate toward others?

Multidisciplinary Instruction

ART: Using heavy stock white paper, create an illustration based on the tale.
Cut half-inch strips and recreate by weaving the strips horizontally and
vertically.

COMPUTER: Use the computer to create a graphic of King Hawskbeak

MUSIC: Listen to ballads and select one that reminds you of the King. Explain.

Newspaper Activity

This fairy tale reflects growth and appreciation by one of the characters. 
Select a news article that demonstrates heightened appreciation for something 

familiar or common in your community.
Explain what the news story is about and compare it to the fairy tale.

Part 1

anxious
noble
rank
saucy

mockery
alms
oath

haughty

Part 2

rushes
scoff
wares
rind

savory
wry

mocking
mirth



Fairy Tale Story Map
Use this story map to outline a fairy tale or to create your own

Name of Fairy Tale

Setting Description Characters

Problem/Conflict

Action/ Story Event Action/Story Event

Solution

Ending



Character Profile Chart
Use this chart to develop a fairy tale character report

Name of Fairy Tale 

Picture of Character

Character reminds me of ______________________
Character is related to _______________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Description of Appearance ....... List words......

Description of Personality ....List words......

What is the character’s role in the the tale?

Character Name

Character Name

Picture of Character

Character reminds me of ______________________
Character is related to _______________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Description of Appearance ....... List words......

Description of Personality ....List words......

What is the character’s role in the the tale?



Venn Diagram
Use the Venn Diagram to compare and contrast 



Fairy Tale Character Development: BioPoem

1st Line - Character’s name

2nd Line - “It means...” List 3 adjectives to describe the character

3rd Line - “It is the number...” Pick any number that reminds you of the character

4th Line - “It is like...” Pick a color that reminds you of the character. Do

not name the color rather describe it.

5th Line - “Relative of or friend of ...” Name 1-3 people related to character

6th Line -   “Who does...” Name something unique that the character does

7th Line - “Who has...”  Name something unique the character possesses

8th Line - “Who fears...” Name something the character fears

9th Line - “Who wants...” Name something the character wants or needs

10th Line - “Resident of...” Name the location where the character resides or describe the 

setting

Fairy Tale Title: ______________________________________________________________

1st Line: _______________________________________________________________

2nd Line: _______________________________________________________________

3rd Line: _______________________________________________________________

4th Line: It is like________________________________________________________

5th Line: _______________________________________________________________

6th Line: Who does ______________________________________________________

7th Line: Who has _______________________________________________________

8th Line: Who fears ______________________________________________________

9th Line: Who wants _____________________________________________________

10th Line: Resident of _____________________________________________________



Bookmark Strategy
Use this strategy to help remember the plot of the fairy tale. 

Procedure:
1. Create four bookmarks equal in size
2. As you read, make decisions and record specific information on each bookmark,including the

page and section where their choice was located.

Bookmark 1: write or sketch something about the part of the text that was most interesting
Bookmark 2: write or sketch something confusing
Bookmark 3: write a word the whole class should discuss, look up definition in the dictionary
Bookmark 4: student choice (ex. note a favorite quote, vocabulary word, image)



Plot Development Using Comic Strip Cells

Procedure:
1. Use drawings to retell the events of the fairy tale. Place one drawing in each cell, following a particular sequence. Write a 

statement describing each cell. You can add dialogue in bubbles if you choose to. Number the back of each frame in order.
2. Share comic strips in small groups and explain the plot development leading up to the ending.



Inverted Pyramid
Use this pyramid outline to help chart a fairy tale or to frame your 

thoughts for your own fairy tale.

What -- Problem or event

Who-- Characters

Where -- Setting

Why --
why is this
a problem

When

How -- How is the problem resolved?



NCTE/IRA Standards for the English Language Arts Matrix
The following matrix is based on English Language Arts learning standards set forth by the National Council of Teachers of English and the 

International Reading Association.  Use this matrix to record the standards addressed throughout this unit of study.

Students read a wide range of print and non-print texts
to build an understanding of texts, or themselves, and of
the cultures of the United States and the world; to
acquire new information; to respond to the needs and
demands of society and the workplace; and for personal
fulfillment. Among these texts are fiction and 
nonfiction, classic and contemporary works.

Students read a wide range of literature from many
periods in many genres to build an understanding of the
many dimensions (e.g., philosophical, ethical,
aesthetic) of human experience.

Students apply a wide range of strategies to 
comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and appreciate texts.
They draw on their prior experience, their interactions
with other readers and writers, their knowledge of word
meaning and of other texts, their word identification
strategies, and their understanding of textual features
(e.g., sound-letter correspondence, sentence structure,
context, graphics).

Students adjust their use of spoken, written, and visual
language (e.g., conventions, style, vocabulary) to 
communicate effectively with a variety of audiences and
for different purposes.

Standard Description Date Fairy Tale Lesson: Topic & Description



NCTE/IRA Standards for the English Language Arts Matrix
The following matrix is based on English Language Arts learning standards set forth by the National Council of Teachers of English and the 

International Reading Association.  Use this matrix to record the standards addressed throughout this unit of study.

Standard Description Date Fairy Tale Lesson: Topic & Description

Students employ a wide range of strategies as they
write and use different writing process elements 
appropriately to communicate with different audiences
for a variety of purposes.

Students apply knowledge of language structure, 
language conventions, media techniques, figurative 
language, and genre to create, critique, and discuss
print and non-print texts.

Students conduct research on issues and interests by
generating ideas and questions, and by posing 
problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize data
from a variety of sources to communicate their discov-
eries in ways that suit their purpose and audience.

Students use a variety of technological and information
resources to gather and synthesize information and to
create and communicate knowledge.

Students develop an understanding of and respect for
diversity in language use, patterns, and dialects across
cultures, ethnic groups, geographic regions, and social
roles.

Students participate as knowledgeable, reflective 
creative, and critical members of a variety of literacy
communities.


